
Welcome to 
Cloud & AI Summit 

Discover the Cloud Pak for Automation
Donald Seymour, Yannis Nakos, IBM

The session starts at 12:25
The session will be recorded

Live chat is open! Our SMEs are there to answer your questions. 
After the session you can meet & greet online with a SME in the lounge.

Next session: 12:45 The benefits of Hyper Automation with WDG



Journey to AI – Solution Track
Nov. 20th, 2020 - 12:25 – 12:45

Discover the 
Cloud Pak for Automation



€25T
Global Economic impact of Covid-19*

Historically, during down-turns, 
market leaders continue to 
invest for recoveries, while 
managing cost. 

As such, more than ever, 
enterprises must both improve 
operations and prepare for the 
next expansion, by 
automating.  

*International Monetary Fund – Oct 13, 2020
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“It is not the strongest 
of the species that 
survive, nor the most 
intelligent, but the one 
most responsive to 
change”

- Charles Darwin …any change you feel these days ?
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Famous companies filing for Chapter 7 (liquidation) 
and Chapter 11 (reorg) bankruptcy scenarios during Covid

Since early March, in the US only 
at least 253 major companies

have cited Covid-19 as a factor 
in their decision to file for bankruptcy.

At the same time, major companies 
are launching Digital clones of their 

operations.
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Opportunities for Automation are everywhere
Automation Achievers look across the entire organization 

Reduce time from procure to pay 

Speed order to cash

Reduce supply chain challenges

Approve operations 
tickets and exceptions

Reduce customer service 
disruptions

Improve  management of IT service 
requests

Deliver higher quality 
software more efficiently

Identify gaps in 
operations workers

AI

Reduce risks and protect 
against threats 6

79% 
expect their organization 

to outperform the 
competition by scaling 
intelligent automation1

Source:  IBM Institute for Business Value - Automation and the future of work, Published 2020 
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IBM Automation: Helping clients apply automation to optimize
and future-proof their business operations
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Digitize and automate work

Make your business more efficient 
and ready to respond to change

– Automate manual tasks

– Digitize and activate content

– Eliminate paper

– Automate decisions

– Manage workflows

Apply intelligence

Create intelligent automation 
and reveal actionable insights

– Extract structured data from 
unstructured documents

– Use AI to understand text 
and content

– Apply machine learning 
to automated decisions

– Infuse business processes 
with AI

Augment workforce

Remix human and automated 
work to increase productivity

– Deploy digital workers to 
collaborate with humans 
where workforce gaps 
are identified

– Enable employees to 
focus on higher value work

Journey to “hyperautomation”
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Cloud Pak for Automation: 
Key capabilities

Capture

Capture, classify, and 
extract data from content

Content

Share, manage, and 
collaborate on content 

Workflow

Design and manage 
start-to-finish workflows

Decisions

Automate decisions 
with business rules

Tasks

Use bots to automate 
routine human tasks 

– Speed extraction of data

– Reduce data entry errors

– Gain insights from 
unstructured documents

– Instant access to content

– Connect content to digital 
business applications

– Assure governance 
and compliance

– Choreograph human and 
automated activities

– Improve consistency 
across business operations

– Increase straight-
through processing

– Rapidly adapt to 
business change

– Increase consistency and 
auditability of decisions

– Integrate with predictive 
analytics

– Automate repetitive 
activities

– Eliminate copy-and-paste 
and data-entry errors

– Free employees for higher-
value work
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Right brain

Left brain

Central nervous system

Eyes 

The Digital 
Transformation platform 
that augments your 
senses and extends your 
teams with automated 
tasks and digital 
workers.
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Memory / Experience

IBM Cloud  © 2018 IBM Corporation 

Hands, hears and voice



IBM Cloud Pak for Automation: 
Open, with Consumable AI, 
and Low code

Automation and 
low-code tools 
for applications 
and labor Low-code Apps

Build apps for 
employees to
perform 
effectively

3rd party Apps
Integrate with 
partner solutions 
to optimize value

Digital Employees
Deploy digital labor 
to free humans 
for higher-value work
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IBM Cloud Pak for Automation

Automation
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- “Where to start from to 
design my process?”

- “How to be objective 
about what the real 
process and pitfalls are?
Last time I went in such 
workshop we had 5 
different opinions on 
THE process…”

- “Everybody has logging and 
dashboarding. Still we’re too 
busy with our work to review 
logs or fancy pie charts!
…my boss maybe does.”

- “We scan documents 
since 20 years, but still 
people need to process 
the documents
eventually.”

- “Setting up a new 
capture takes substantial 
time and money!”

- “It all looks nice, but it will take 
us years to set this up and train 
our developers to all these 
products!”

- “You also have RPA, good 
for you. We tried it 
already and it doesn’t 
scale!”

- “You guys are not even in 
the MQ, you’re coming 
late!”

What are the challenges and how does IBM respond?

-”Everybody says they do AI 
nowadays. So far what I’ve seen 
is that artificial intelligence 
delivered only artificial results! 
It’s all too complex, and costs 
way too much !”

Discovery



Today, you will here from my team on three areas of impact 
across multiple investment priorities:

Augment 
your 

Workforce

Automate 
Core 

Operations
Apply 

Intelligence

RPA and Digital 
Employees

Operational, Artificial, 
Data-driven Insights 
and actions

From Content, to 
Capture, to Workflow 
and Decisions

Discovery AIIntelligent 
recognitionblueprints Low code Workforce 

ManagementDigital employees

Impact

Investments
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Are you concerned about these:
- Did the COVID crisis have impacts in terms of productivity or do you anticipate that it will?
- Did this crisis penalize your ability to engage with your audience? To what extend?
- Do you have currently a Digital Transformation strategic plan defined and executed?
- Do you feel that you or your team are impaired by recurring low value tasks ?

(mail processing, order/invoice validation – in the purchase to pay process, proposal management...)
- How long does that take today to get a new application or changes to current Line Of Business(LoB) 

applications delivered in your organization (a few days, weeks, months, more than 12 months)?
- If more than 3-4 months, do you think that this sets your organisation’s/department’s goals at risk for 

2021 and beyond ?
- With the COVID, was your organisation ready to share all relevant information and applications to your 

employees AND customers remotely and securely?
- From a compliance perspective, are currently all information shared between you, your team and 

prospects / customers secured and auditable ? (e.g. do you know exactly what has been exchanged 
between your team members/employees and customers or prospects ?)

- Are you ISO9000 (quality management) compliant ? 
If so, are all your business processes designed, and constantly kept updated ?
If you needed to build an app for a digital process, how long would it take to get a detailed design of that 
business process (steps, type of information exchanged at each step, process participants involved, 
systems/LoBinvolved in the process, common steps of risks/issues on the process…) 
Would you be interested if an AI engine could design that for you based on your actual data?

- Do you think that creating rapidly mobile apps will support your collaboration and customer engagements



Gartner
IBM ranking: Leader
Intelligent Business Process 
Management Suites
Gartner Magic Quadrant for iBPMS, 
2019

IBM ranking: Leader
Content Services Platforms
Gartner Magic Quadrant for iBPMS, 
2019

IDC
IBM ranking: Leader
Intelligent Automation 
Services 
IDC MarketScape Worldwide 
Intelligent Automation Services 
Vendor Assessment 2019

IBM ranking: #1
Artificial Intelligence
IDC Worldwide Artificial Intelligence 
Software Platforms Market Shares, 
2019: The Battle Has Begun

Ovum
IBM ranking: Leader
Content Services
Ovum Decision Matrix: Content 
Services, 2019–20

Everest Group
IBM ranking: Leader
Business Process Solutions 
PEAK Matrix™ Assessment 2020

HSA
IBM ranking: Leader
Capture
HSA Capture Market Matrix, 2019

Forrester
IBM ranking: Leader
Digital Process Automation
The Forrester Wave: Software for 
Digital Process Automation for Deep 
Deployment, Q2 2019

IBM ranking: 
Strong performer
RPA Services
The Forrester Wave: Robotic Process 
Automation Services, Q4 2019

Is IBM credible?

IBM leads 
the market 
in automation 
with AI
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Welcome to 
Cloud & AI Summit 

Next sessions

12:45 Solution Track  The benefits of Hyper Automation with WDG

12:55 Main Stage Which data should be run where and for which reason? 
How to modernize your data landscape?



Welcome to 
Cloud & AI Summit 

The benefits of Hyper Automation with WDG 
Malek Jabri, Yannis Nakos, IBM

The session starts at 12:45
The session will be recorded

Live chat is open! Our SMEs are there to answer your questions. 
After the session you can meet & greet online with a SME in the lounge.

Next session: 13.25 Taking planning to the next level: Planning Analytics powered by AI 



Welcome to 
Cloud & AI Summit 

Next sessions

13:05 Solution Track The AI Lifecyle and ModelOps
13:15 Main Stage How to migrate your data to the Cloud 

13:25 Solution Track Watson OpenScale: Manage production AI with trust and confidence in outcomes

13.25 Solution Track Taking planning to the next level: Planning Analytics powered by AI 


